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Everybody’s Talking
Raincoat nabber: For over a decade, women in Osaka, 
Japan, have had to keep a sharp eye on their raincoats. That 
is because someone was stealing the hooded, poncho-type 
garments, known as kappa. Luckily, the culprit was caught. 
His name is Yoshio Yoda, and he would nab the items out of 
baskets on bicycles that were left unattended in the parking 
lots of such places as train stations and shopping malls. And 
he hadn’t stolen just one or two raincoats; after searching the 
man’s home, police discovered that he had snatched more than 
360 of the ponchos during his reign of raincoat theft. He has 
become known as “Raincoat Man.”

Fast chair: While sitting in a wobbly wheeled offi ce chair, 
did you ever try moving it over to a fi le cabinet to retrieve a 
document? Not fun. A prototype of a new kind of offi ce chair 
would put an end to such annoyances. Made by designers at 
the German carmaker Volkswagen, this new chair has controls 
so the user can drive it at a speed of up to about 20 km (12.4 
mi.) per hour. And driving it is safe, as it offers a seatbelt, horn, 
and sensors to prevent collisions with desks and other fi xtures. 
Apparently, the chair is not available for purchase because it 
was meant as a marketing ploy, but maybe that will change!

Shoe art: A Pakistani truck artist named Haider Ali is known 
for the creative ways he turns trucks into rolling pieces of art. 
Now, he has turned his attention to another medium: running 
shoes. Ali’s work is quite distinctive, and when applied to a pair 
of sneakers, the result is a unique and colourful blend of fl owers, 
petals, birds and more. The artist hand paints each shoe, selling 
them for far more than they would be worth without the designs. 
He customizes his work to his client’s desires, and it can take 
several days to complete a matching set of runners. Ali has also 
applied his creative talents to such media as walls, T-shirts, and 
cars.

Dirty dancing: If you’ve got a bad back and take paid time off 
work because of it, it’s best not to be caught in activities that 
are unsuitable for your ailment. A woman from Spain known as 
Mrs. Piedad learned this the hard way. She had been on leave 
from her job due to severe back pain, but when her employer 
discovered videos on social media of her dancing, they fi red her, 
claiming she was taking advantage of the company’s benefi ts 
package. The woman took the employer to court, but the judge 
agreed that if she truly had back pain bad enough to be off work, 
she certainly would not be participating in wild dance moves.

Quoteable Quotes
“You can’t have everything. Where would you put it?”
—Steven Wright
“Make happy those who are near, and those who are far will 
come.” —Proverb

What’s Happening
Sept 10 - Ovarian Cancer Canada Walk of Hope in 
Edmonton! Join us for a 5km walk in Edmonton’s River Valley to 
raise awareness and funds for Ovarian Cancer in Canada. We will 
meet at Kinsmen Park at 9am. Register and donate at http:noca.
convio.netsiteTR2023WalkofHopeGeneralpgentryfr_id1889

NON profi t organizations may submit events for FREE at 
www.coffee-news.ca
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Trivia
1. Is indigo, saffron, or madder considered the King of Dye?
2. This reflex allows cats to always land on their feet.
3. How many children are in a set of quintuplets?
4. Mozart, Puccini, or Verdi composed the opera Cosi Fan Tutte?
5. The deltoid muscle moves the thigh, shoulder, or wrist?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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